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AR plays  a major role in how consumers  shop. Image credit: Lancome

 
By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Augmented reality provider Perfect Corp. is expanding its suite of YouCam offerings for retailers and brands to
include in-store AR solutions, attracting them with the potential for reduced customer returns and increased
purchases.

Focused in the beauty sector, YouCam specializes in providing AR solutions that create interactive experiences for
users in a way that is fun but can also provide retail benefits. Its  new mission expands to bricks-and-mortar on the
retailer's end, creating a consultation system based on YouCam's various popular features, allowing smaller brands
access to resources they normally would not.

"YouCam for Business is a retail/brand solution that makes leveraging in-store AR/AI virtual try-ons more accessible
to smaller/medium sized brands that might not have the budget for a full beauty tech integration," said Alice Chang,
CEO of Perfect Corp.

YouCam in the store
Digital is  shaping retail beyond simply purchasing and influence.

The way consumers shop in stores has abruptly shifted as well, with digital becoming increasingly integrated with
bricks-and-mortar.
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YouCam's suite of offerings for business. Image credit: Perfect Corp.

Perfect Corp.'s "YouCam for Business" app will further increase the competition for established luxury beauty brands
to up their technological offerings in their stores. Smaller boutiques, retailers and brands will now be able to offer
cutting-edge tech solutions with less infrastructure risk.

The new business offerings include digital makeup try-ons through AR, artificial intelligence solutions for skin
analysis and finding foundation shades, hair color testing and more. YouCam states these solutions are aimed to
help brands increase basket size, boost sales and decrease wait times.

A full content management system will also be provided as part of "YouCam for Business," allowing for analytical
insight for decision-making purposes as well as store and product management.
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Este Lauder is one of many luxury brands who have partnered with YouCam in the past. Image credit: Perfect Corp.

YouCam's Magic Makeup Mirror will allow shoppers to try on a variety of more than 100 beauty products instantly,
without having to waste product or time.

Stores and AR
As consumers seek to shop in environments that are digitally integrated, retailers are playing catch up when it comes
to technology such as augmented reality and video conferencing.

According to a report from Boston Retail Partners, rather than dying out, the bricks-and-mortar store is evolving in a
more digitized direction. As retailers undergo an evolution to remain competitive in the face of disruption, very few
currently have the capabilities in place to offer the technology that consumers say they desire in-store (see story).

YouCam Makeup also recently expanded its experiences with live consultations.

A feature previewed at SXSW in Austin, Texas last year now allows consumers to video chat one-on-one with beauty
experts through the app. The feature is meant to further enhance the app's utility and make it an essential companion
for beauty lovers and the brands that YouCam is hoping to court (see story).

"By making virtual try-ons more accessible to brands, consumers are able to rely heavily on virtual trials to ensure
they are making confident purchase decisions, especially with higher ticket beauty items," Ms. Chang said. "It has
been proven time and again, the more customers try, the more they buy, resulting in increased basket size and
decreased return rate."
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